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Another way of creativity is through painting or drawing. The ones who are related with painting or
drawing are generally referred as a painter. It is believed that painters are the one who brings
different color mode to every ones life or to any kind of simple drawing also. Painting is the practice
of pigment, color, paint etc. this method is basically applied to the base with a brush and many other
objects like that. Among the trades like builders and craftsman this painting is also used for their
support of surface as canvas, walls, paper, wood, glass etc. Painting is a mode of creative
expression with numerous various forms like drawing, composition and other aesthetics may serve
to manifest the expressive and conceptual intention of the practitioner.

Before painting anything, it's important to have the proper equipment. Quality Painting is a set of
skills, without which the painting job will have visible errors and look poor. But with the proper
technique, a painter can paint his own house, and improve the dwelling with a professional quality
job. In every generation painting was very much popular but as with the advancement of the world
and technologies the value of painting have raised more and more. In academic way painting as a
subject is given a lot of importance painting competition and children painting competition is
provided for checking the ability of the children. Most of the peoples interests, hobbies and are of
painting.

Looking to its popularity, value and career facilities most of the people opt for painting as there
profession. This is one of the professions which are very much interesting and one of the creative
jobs. There are various forms of paintings as follows:

1.	Allegory

2.	Body painting

3.	Figure painting

4.	Illustration painting

5.	Portrait painting

6.	Landscape painting
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